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Abstract

In this paper, we present our submission to the
IWSLT 2023 (Agarwal et al., 2023) Simulta-
neous Speech-to-Text Translation competition.
Our participation involves three language direc-
tions: English-German, English-Chinese, and
English-Japanese. Our proposed solution is
a cascaded incremental decoding system that
comprises an ASR model and an MT model.
The ASR model is based on the U2++ architec-
ture and can handle both streaming and offline
speech scenarios with ease. Meanwhile, the
MT model adopts the Deep-Transformer archi-
tecture. To improve performance, we explore
methods to generate a confident partial target
text output that guides the next MT incremen-
tal decoding process. In our experiments, we
demonstrate that our simultaneous strategies
achieve low latency while maintaining a loss of
no more than 2 BLEU points when compared
to offline systems.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the HW-TSC‘s submission
to the Simultaneous Speech-to-Text Translation
(SimulS2T) task at IWSLT 2023 (Agarwal et al.,
2023).

From a systems architecture perspective, current
research on simultaneous speech-to-text translation
(SimulS2T) can be categorized into two forms: cas-
cade and end-to-end. Cascade systems typically
consist of a streaming Automatic Speech Recogni-
tion (ASR) module and a streaming text-to-text ma-
chine translation (MT) module, with the possibil-
ity of incorporating additional correction modules.
While integrating these modules can be complex,
training each module with sufficient data resources
can prove to be worthwhile. Alternatively, an end-
to-end approach is also an option for SimulS2T,
where translations can be directly generated from
a unified model with speech inputs. However, it
is important to note that bilingual speech transla-

tion datasets, which are necessary for end-to-end
models, are still scarce resources.

The current efforts in simultaneous speech-to-
text translation (SimulS2T) concentrate on devel-
oping dedicated models that are tailored to this
specific task. However, this approach has certain
drawbacks, such as the requirement of an additional
model, which typically involves a more challenging
training and inference process, as well as height-
ened computational demands and the possibility of
decreased performance when utilized in an offline
environment.

Our approach for this study involves utilizing a
sturdy offline ASR model and a robust offline MT
model as the foundation for our system. By modify-
ing the onlinization approach of (Polák et al., 2022)
and introducing an enhanced technique that can be
seamlessly integrated into the cascade system, we
are able to demonstrate that our simultaneous sys-
tem can perform at the similar level as the offline
models under strict latency restrictions without any
adjustments to the original models. Furthermore,
our system even surpasses previous higher latency
IWSLT systems.

Our contribution is as follows:

• We have revised the approach of onlinization
adopted by (Polák et al., 2022) and put for-
ward an enhanced technique that can be easily
integrated into the cascade system.

• Our findings show that the pre-training plus
fine-tuning paradigm yields significant im-
provements in both ASR and MT.

• Our research highlights that enhancing the
offline MT model has a direct positive impact
on the online cascade system as well.

2 Related Work

Simultaneous speech-to-text translation can be
achieved through either a cascaded system or an
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Figure 1: An overview of hw-tsc’s s2t framework.

end-to-end model, both of which can be (hybrid) in
nature. While cascaded systems currently offer the
highest quality in offline speech translation, end-
to-end speech translation provides a better trade-
off between quality and latency (Guo et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2022a,b).

End-to-end speech translation systems incorpo-
rate various techniques to enable simultaneous
translation. For example, (Ma et al., 2019) im-
plements a wait-k model and utilizes meta-learning
to address data scarcity, while (Zhang et al., 2022b)
employs a wait-info model that incorporates infor-
mation entropy from both the original text and the
translation into the model. Additionally, (Liu et al.,
2020) utilizes a unidirectional encoder with mono-
tonic cross-attention to constrain dependence on
future context.

In addition, some research has focused on de-
tecting stable hypotheses. For instance, (Liu et al.,
2020) proposed the Hold-n strategy, which identi-
fies the best hypothesis in the beam and removes
the last n tokens from it. Similarly, (Liu et al., 2020)
introduced the LA-n strategy, which identifies the
matching prefixes of two consecutive chunks. Ad-
ditionally, like the LA-n strategy, (Nguyen et al.,
2021) developed the SP-n strategy, which identifies
the longest common prefix among all items in the
beam of a chunk. Our work directly addresses this
issue.

3 Methods

Figure 1 illustrates our framework.

3.1 ASR

In our cascade system, we have incorporated the
U2 (Wu et al., 2021) as the ASR module. This
framework has the flexibility to be implemented on

standard Transformer or Conformer architectures
and can perform both streaming and non-streaming
ASR. One of the major advantages of U2 over other
offline autoregressive ASR models is its ability to
support streaming through dynamic chunk training
and decoding with a CTC decoder on top of the
encoder. Additionally, U2 includes a standard au-
toregressive attention decoder and can be jointly
trained with the CTC decoder to improve training
stability. The dynamic chunk training method in-
volves applying a causal mask with varying chunk
sizes at the self-attention layer within the encoder.
This allows the hidden representation to condition
on some look-ahead contexts within the chunk,
similar to the self-attention of an autoregressive
decoder.

U2 offers four different decoding strategies:
"ctc_greedy_search", "ctc_beam_search", "atten-
tion_decoding", and "attention_rescoring". The
CTC decoder, with argmax decoding, guarantees
that the tokens decoded in previous chunks are un-
altered, leading to a smooth streaming experience.
The attention decoder generates output token by
token and also has the ability to re-score CTC gen-
erated texts using prefix beam search in the event
of multiple candidate proposals.

After building on our findings from last year,
we have discovered that U2 offers stability and
robustness in predicting audio without real utter-
ances. This improvement is due to the model’s
training strategy, specifically the use of dynamic
chunk training. In our current work, we have fur-
ther improved the performance of the model by
breaking the chunk-based attention approach and
employing the "attention_rescoring" decoding strat-
egy.
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3.2 MT

Our cascade system includes the Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) as the MT module, which has
become a prevalent method for machine translation
(Guo et al., 2021) in recent years. The Transformer
has achieved impressive results, even with a primi-
tive architecture that requires minimal modification.
To improve the offline MT model performance,
we utilize multiple training strategies (Wei et al.,
2021).

Multilingual Translation (Johnson et al., 2017)
has proposed a simple solution for translating mul-
tiple languages using a single neural machine trans-
lation model with no need to alter the model archi-
tecture. The proposed technique involves inserting
an artificial token at the start of the input sentence
to specify the target language. Furthermore, all
languages use the same vocabulary, eliminating the
need to add additional parameters. In this study, En-
De/ZH/JA data was combined and jointly trained,
demonstrating that a multilingual model can signif-
icantly enhance translation performance.

Data diversification Data diversification
(Nguyen et al., 2020) is an effective strategy to
improve the performance of NMT. This technique
involves utilizing predictions from multiple
forward and backward models and then combining
the results with raw data to train the final NMT
model. Unlike other methods such as knowledge
distillation and dual learning, data diversification
does not require additional monolingual data and
can be used with any type of NMT model. Addi-
tionally, this strategy is more efficient and exhibits
a strong correlation with model integration.

Forward translation Forward translation (Wu
et al., 2019) refers to using monolingual data in the
source language to generate synthetic data through
beam search decoding. This synthetic data is then
added to the training data in order to increase its
size. While forward translation alone may not yield
optimal results, when combined with a back trans-
lation strategy, it can enhance performance more
effectively than back translation alone. In this work,
we use only the forward model to create synthetic
data and add the data to the original parallel cor-
pora.

Domain Fine-tuning Previous studies have
shown that fine-tuning a model with in-domain
data can significantly enhance its performance. We

hypothesize that there are domain-like distinctions
between ASR-generated results and actual text. To
further improve the performance, we use the gen-
eration from a well-trained ASR model to replace
source-side text in the training corpus data. This
fine-tuning approach enables us to achieve further
improvements in the MT model.

3.3 Onlinization

Incremental Decoding Translation tasks may re-
quire reordering or additional information that is
not apparent until the end of the source utterance,
depending on the language pair. In offline settings,
processing the entire utterance at once produces
the highest-quality results. However, this approach
also leads to significant latency in online mode.
One possible solution to reduce latency is to divide
the source utterance into smaller parts and translate
each one separately.

To perform incremental inference, we divide the
input utterance into chunks of a fixed size and de-
code each chunk as it arrives. Once a chunk has
been selected, its predictions are then committed
to and no longer modified to avoid visual distrac-
tions from constantly changing hypotheses. The
decoding of the next chunk is dependent on the pre-
dictions that have been committed to. In practice,
decoding for new chunks can proceed from a previ-
ously buffered decoder state or begin after forced
decoding with the tokens that have been committed
to. In either case, the source-target attention can
span all available chunks, as opposed to only the
current chunk.

Stable Hypothesis Detection Our approach is
based on prior research in (Polák et al., 2022), and
we have implemented stable hypothesis detection
to minimize the potential for errors resulting from
incomplete input. Their methods, such as LA-n
(Liu et al., 2020) and SP-n (Nguyen et al., 2021),
are designed for use in end-to-end systems that
search for a shared prefix among the hypotheses
generated from different chunk inputs. In contrast,
our approach operates within a cascaded system
that processes the same chunk input.

We can denote the MT and ASR generating func-
tions as G and F respectively. Let FC

i,n represent
the i output generated by the ASR function for a
c-chunk input with a beam size of n. Then the
final common prefix for the c-chunk input can be
expressed as prefixc, which is determined as fol-
lows:
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Model Language Pair Lantency BLEU AL AP DAL
Low 26.82 0.96 0.77 2.07

IWSLT22 Best System EN-DE Medium 31.47 1.93 0.86 2.96
High 32.87 3.66 0.96 4.45

Our System EN-DE - 33.54 1.88 0.83 2.84

Low 16.92 2.46 0.9 3.22
IWSLT22 Best System EN-JA Medium 16.94 3.77 0.97 4.29

High 16.91 4.13 0.98 4.53
Our System EN-JA - 17.89 1.98 0.83 2.89

Low 25.87 1.99 0.87 3.35
IWSLT22 Best System EN-ZH Medium 26.21 2.97 0.94 4.16

High 26.46 3.97 0.98 4.62
Our System EN-ZH - 27.23 1.98 0.83 2.89

Table 1: Final systems results

prefixc = LCP (G(F c
1,n), ..., G(F c

n,n)) (1)

where LCP (·) is longest common prefix of the
arguments.

4 Experiments Setup

4.1 ASR

Model We extract 80-dimensional Mel-Filter
bank features from audio files to create the ASR
training corpus. For tokenization of ASR texts,
we utilize Sentencepiece with a learned vocab-
ulary of up to 20,000 sub-tokens. The ASR
model is configured as follows: nencoder layers =
12, ndecoder layers = 8, nheads = 8, dhidden = 512,
dFFN = 2048. We implement all models using
wenet (Zhang et al., 2022a).

Dataset To train the ASR module, we utilized
four datasets: LibriSpeech V12, MuST-C V2
(Gangi et al., 2019), TEDLIUM V3, and CoVoST
V2. LibriSpeech consists of audio book record-
ings with case-insensitive text lacking punctuation.
MuST-C, a multilingual dataset recorded from TED
talks, was used solely for the English data in the
ASR task. TEDLIUM is a large-scale speech recog-
nition dataset containing TED talk audio recordings
along with text transcriptions. CoVoST is also a
multilingual speech translation dataset based on
Common Voice, with open-domain content. Un-
like LibriSpeech, both MuST-C and CoVoST have
case-sensitive text and punctuation.

Training During the training of the ASR model,
we set the batch size to a maximum of 40,000
frames per card. We use inverse square root for
lr scheduling, with warm-up steps set to 10,000
and peak lr set at 5e−4. Adam is utilized as the op-
timizer. The model is trained on 4 V100 GPUs for
50 epochs, and the parameters for the last 4 epochs
are averaged. To improve accuracy, all audio inputs
are augmented with spectral augmentation and nor-
malized with utterance cepstral mean and variance
normalization.

4.2 MT
Model For our experiments using the MT model,
we utilize the Transformer deep model architecture.
The configuration of the MT model is as follows:
nencoder layers = 25, ndecoder layers = 6, nheads =
16, dhidden = 1024, dFFN = 4096, pre_ln = True.

Dataset To train the MT model, we collected all
available parallel corpora from the official websites
and selected data that was similar to the MuST-C
domain. We first trained a multilingual MT base-
line model on all data from three language direc-
tions. Then, we incrementally trained the baseline
model based on data from each language direction.

Training We utilize the open-source Fairseq (Ott
et al., 2019) for training, with the following main
parameters: each model is trained using 8 GPUs,
with a batch size of 2048, a parameter update fre-
quency of 32, and a learning rate of 5e− 4. Addi-
tionally, a label smoothing value of 0.1 was used,
with 4000 warmup steps and a dropout of 0.1. The
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Adam optimizer is also employed, with β1 = 0.9
and β2 = 0.98. During the inference phase, a beam
size of 8 is used. The length penalties are set to
1.0.

5 Results

From Table 1, we can see that the our systems work
well on various language pairs. And our systems
even beat the best IWSLT 22 systems under higher
latency.

Language Pair Model BLEU
En-DE Offline 35.23
- Simul 33.54
En-JA Offline 19.45
- Simul 17.89
En-ZH Offline 27.93
- Simul 27.23

Table 2: Comparison to offline system

Previous research has shown that the quality of
simultaneous translation can now match or even
surpass that of offline systems. However, in our
current study, we first established a new baseline
for the offline system. Furthermore, we found that
there is still a difference of 1-2 BLEU between
simultaneous translation and offline translation, see
Table 2.

5.1 Ablation Study on different ASR decoding
strategies

Language Pair Decoding strategies BLEU
En-DE ctc_beam_search 32.88
En-JA ctc_beam_search 16.56
En-ZH ctc_beam_search 26.47
En-DE attention_rescoring 33.54
En-JA attention_rescoring 17.89
En-ZH attention_rescoring 27.23

Table 3: Ablation Study on different ASR decoding
strategies

The decoding strategy of "attention_rescoring"
involves using a decoder to re-rank the results based
on the decoding output of "ctc_beam_search". As a
result, "attention_rescoring" can obtain better ASR
results. Table 3 demonstrates that a better ASR
decoding strategy can lead to overall better quality
results for the system.

5.2 Ablation Study on MT training strategies

Training strategies BLEU
Baseline 33.54
- Domain Fine-tuning 27.87
- Forward Translation 25.49
- Multiligual Translation 23.76

Table 4: Ablation Study on MT training strategies for
EN-DE direction

In the field of machine translation, Domain Fine-
tuning, Forward Translation, and Multiligual Trans-
lation are frequently employed methods to enhance
translation quality. It is evident from Table 4 that
these training strategies can effectively improve the
overall quality of the system.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we report on our work in the IWSLT
2023 simultaneous speech-to-text translation evalu-
ation. We propose an onlinization strategy that can
be applied to cascaded systems and demonstrate
its effectiveness in three language directions. Our
approach is simple and efficient, with ASR and MT
modules that can be optimized independently. Our
cascade simultaneous system achieves results that
are comparable to offline systems. In the future, we
plan to further explore the direction of end-to-end
systems.
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